
Summary of SPINE Project  

 

SPINE is an innovation project with the major aim to enable young 
professionals within equine sector to enter the international labour market. 

Looking into the national vocational education and training systems in 
equestrian schools it is viewable that the education is mostly focused on the 
demands of the national market. With increased global opportunities for 
equestrian professionals there is a need to establish an educational system 
to provide the required knowledge, skills and competences for an 
international career. 

The target group should be all professionals, educated on minimum IGEQ 
Level II within national equestrian schools, wishing to enable themselves an 
opportunity to create a more international professional profile. 

The project seeks to develop language skills and knowledge in English 
together with an understanding of how the equestrian industry works in 
different countries regarding national traditions and cultures in horse 
sector. This will be included in creating a curriculum for an Extra 
Qualification (EQ) with high international standard regarding horse welfare 
and all knowledge, skills and competences required in equestrian labour 
market. 

The European project partners are working close together in the vocational 
and educational training field. All of them do have a profound overview of 
the existing educational products. The needs analysis is based on the 
experience of these partners. Especially for the equestrian sector there is no 
education available which prepares young professionals enough for the 
international labour market. 

The added value of doing the project with these established project partners 
is to guarantee the transnational spreading of the knowledge, skills and 
competences within the Extra Qualification (EQ) on the same high level all 
over Europe. 

Most equestrian educations are only fitted to the national labour market 
and needs. Therefore the students are not prepared enough to work in a 
foreign country. Students’ feedback in previous projects also strongly points 
out the need to be trained in different work environments regarding 
historical, social and cultural circumstances in the equestrian professional 
sector in different European countries. 

This project of education is meant to be shared between different schools in 
Europe. The involved schools are the main important stakeholders of 



equestrian vocational education in their countries. The schools have 
developed the Extra Qualification (EQ) with a unique curricula. It contains 
the needed learning pathway, with training and teaching subjects relevant 
for the international equestrian market. It also emphasizes that the students 
going through this qualification will collect experiences in different schools 
and different countries and practice their professional skills and 
competences in various social and cultural environments. 

The final result is that the Extra Qualification (EQ) can be used to 
complement a national VET education. 
 

Link to the EQ film: 

https://youtu.be/9SByxG1jMv0 

https://youtu.be/9SByxG1jMv0

